Abstract. The three-dimensional dynamics of droplets on inclined and vertical walls in a gravity field is simulated. The dependence of a contact angle on a velocity of contact line is obtained for slow regime and smooth surface. The simulations of a rupture of the liquid films on the nonwettable solid substrate due to the thermocapillary effect (Marangoni effect) are also carried out. The lattice Boltzmann method is successfully implemented for computer simulation of these three-dimensional problems.
Introduction
The understanding of the behaviour of thin liquid films and droplets placed on the surface of solid substrates is very important for modern technologies.
A static contact angle is closely related with forces of interaction of molecules of fluid and a solid substrate. Even for sessile and pendant drops on inclined surfaces, a contact angle depends on an azimuthal angle and changes from the advancing point to the receding point. In general case, the contact angle depends on a local curvature radius of the contact line. For the stable shape of 3D static drop on an inclined surface, the Young-Laplace equation is valid ) )( ( 2
where σ is the surface tension of liquid,
is the mean curvature of the liquid-air interface, z n z = , x Ĳ x = . Here, n and Ĳ are the unit normal vector and unit tangent vector to the solid surface.
A large number of experiments showed that for motion of contact line along the horizontal solid substrate, the advancing contact angle is greater than the receding angle (hysteresis). In general case, the contact angles depend also on the velocity of a contact line. Moreover, in several works, the phenomenon of dynamic contact angles and a singularity at a contact line were investigated.
A non-stationary motion of a drop can only be simulated numerically. The viscous flow of fluid with surface tension of liquid and the interaction of a liquid with a solid wall should be described in computer simulations. The most important problem is the interaction forces between fluid and solid at the interface. This phenomenon can be described better using the mesoscopic methods that are closer to the nature of such interaction than macroscopic approaches.
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is successfully implemented for computer simulation of these three-dimensional problems. The lattice Boltzmann method describes the viscous flows of fluids with an arbitrary equation of state and simulates the interfaces between vapor and liquid phases with a surface tension.
The three-dimensional version of lattice Boltzmann method D3Q19 [1] with nineteen vectors k c of pseudo-particle velocities on a cubic lattice is realized. The evolution equation for the distribution functions k N can be written in the form
where t Δ is the time step, k Ω is the collision operator, and k N Δ is the change of the distribution functions due to the action of the internal and external body forces.
The hydrodynamic variables (the density ρ and the velocity u of fluid) in a node are calculated
The collision operator is usually used in Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) form τ ρ
where τ is the dimensionless relaxation time.
The Exact Difference Method (EDM) [2] is used for the implementation of the body forces (internal forces and gravity) in the LBM:
where the value of the velocity after the action of the total force F on a node is equal to ρ
. The corresponding equilibrium distribution functions 
To simulate boundaries between liquid and gas, the internal forces acting between nodes of fluid were introduced by Shan and Chen [3] . For equation of state ) , ( T P ρ , the total force acting on a node was introduced by Qian [4] as a gradient of the pseudopotential U −∇ = F , where
. The isotropic finite-difference approximation of the gradient operator was proposed by Kupershtokh et al. [5] . We use the quite simple well-known "bounce-back" rule to implement the no-slip boundary conditions at the solid walls in the LBM simulations.
The effect of solid walls on fluids is simulated by interaction forces acting on a node x belonging to the fluid from the nearest nodes k e x + representing the solid boundaries [6] 
(7) Thus, contact angles are not prescribed in lattice Boltzmann method but are simulated in natural way.
The Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are exploited for all computer simulations.
Droplets moving on solid surface
The three-dimensional dynamics of droplets on inclined and vertical walls in a gravity field was (Fig. 1,b) , the Bond number is 1 Bo ≈ . The results of three-dimensional computer simulations for the droplet flowing down the vertical wall in gravity are shown in Fig. 2 . The initial spreading of the droplet on the surface is determined by the Bond number. The steady velocity of the droplet is determined by the parameter Re / Ga = W . The initial value is 15 ≈ W . The final value is 3 ≈ W at 60000 = t . Hence, the flow tends to the quasi-stationary velocity of the droplet.
Dynamic contact angles
The dependence of a contact angle on a velocity of contact line was studied for a smooth surface. A liquid droplet is placed on the horizontal solid surface (
). Then liquid is removed slowly 
A rupture of the thin liquid films
The simulations of a rupture of thin liquid films on the nonwettable solid substrate due to the thermocapillary effect (Marangoni effect) were also carried out. For the prescribed axisymmetric temperature distribution ) (r T T = with a flattened vertex, a diverging flow in the film in the vicinity of the hot spot is generated because of the gradients of the surface tension along the film (Fig. 4a-f) . The rupture of the liquid film occurs not in the center of symmetry but along a certain circle where the gradient of the temperature is more pronounced [6] . As a result, a central liquid disk is formed (Fig.  4a,b) . The disk transforms initially into the toroidal figure due to surface tension (Fig. 4c,d ) and then into an oscillating droplet (Fig. 4e,f) . The rupture of free-hanging thin film for the non-axisymmetric temperature distribution ) , ( y x T T = is shown in Fig. 4g . 
